
1. DAAAM, 2015 
    HD video TRT, plywood,               
    fi berglass resin
    48 x 85 or 72 inches
    duration: 2 min. 34 sec

2. Fake Lake, 2016
    wheelbarrow, plywood,
    water from Lake Oroville
    60 x 27 x 26 ½ inches

3. Water Cooler, 2016 
    bottled water containers,               
    sand from lake Oroville
    37 ¼ x 11 inches

4. Tree & Turf, 2016
    artifi cial turf, artifi cial tree,
    HD video TRT
    7 x 6 x 5 feet
    duration: 18 min.

5. Wet Blanket, 2015-2016  
    fl eece blanket, water from 
    Lake Oroville
    50 x 60 inches

6. Pour, 2016
    water container, driftwood  
    from Lake Oroville
    37 ½ x 16 x 9 inches

7. Sun Block, 2016 
    sunblock, window
    20 x 17 ¼ inches

Chris Sollars
DAAAM

Humor at the Edge
J.G. Ballard’s 1965 novel The Drought takes the reader through the dystopic 
ruin of a lakeside town where a severe drought has laid waste. The story unfolds 
around the borders between land and water, and the water’s edge takes on 
a particular symbolism for the main character, Dr. Charles Ransom. He fi nds 
himself surveying the diminishing edge of his beloved lake, breaching a fence at 
the ocean shoreline, and carefully sweeping a small pool of water across a salt 
fl at in order to survive. The shifting edges in the landscape parallel Ransom’s 
psychological decline. As the water’s edge contracts, slowly does his resolve. 
Ballard ends his novel with Ransom, near-death, wandering through the climate-
induced desert, just as it starts to rain. The irony is palpable. In that fi nal moment, 
the edge has shifted again. 

Like Ballard, Chris Sollars has created work that physically and metaphorically 
embraces the edge. Through his varied practice encompassing sculpture, 

photography, video, performance, and installation, Sollars draws attention to 
these liminal spaces of the here and now, where places, sites, situations, and 
issues are still in formation. In particular, his work from the last fi ve years has 
explored ideas of water and the water’s edge. From following the watershed 
paths through the streets of San Francisco to using a stick to trace the edges 
of the San Francisco Bay end to end, Sollars positions his work at a threshold, 
where possibilities for change exist.

The works produced for the exhibition DAAAM center around the Oroville Dam,1 
the tallest earth dam in the United States and a destination site in regional 
proximity to the Jacki Headley University Art Gallery at Chico State. Sollars uses 
the dam as a conceptual reservoir for the show. Through absurd juxtapositions 
of materials and forms, a dam, a lake, and a drought are reconfi gured as 
backdrop, subject, and source for generating layered meanings that underscore 
the dichotomies of this environment. Things here are dry and wet, natural and 
artifi cial.

Sollars’ work acts like an antidote to Ballard’s foreboding tale. Rather than dystopia 
or the apocalyptic, humor takes the lead. In the title work for the exhibition, 
DAAAM, a slide show of California dams is projected onto a freestanding sheet 
of plywood cut to simulate the shape and slope of the Oroville Dam. From one 
image to the next, a voice-over repeats one word: dam. Or is it damn? More like 
daaaaam(n) with a very long a. The auditory word play in combination with the 
rotating images is downright funny. Yet, the delivery of that single word captures 
both awe and critique. For all its playfulness, DAAAM proposes a deeper 
questioning of the California water systems. Where do we get our water, how do 
we get our water, and in a time of drought, how much water is there? 

Positioning humor at the edge of a serious inquiry, Sollars sidesteps the righteous 
and dances around overtly political statements. Yet, the work does not allow the 
viewer to dwell in complacency either. Laughter is like a jolt of adrenalin. Writing 
about humor in art, curator Jessica Brier observes, “Funny works of art have 
immediate visceral impact—laughter is one of the most primal physical reactions 
we have as humans. The best works of art reveal more complex meaning and 
layers of humor the longer we engage them.”2 Sollars describes using laughter 
as a tool to enhance the time-based effects of his work. As he explains it, you 
actually feel your body physically responding to the artwork and in turn recognize 
yourself in this particular moment, with this particular piece, engaging with this 
particular issue. 

Sollars also plays with words and materiality in the sculptures Water Cooler and 
Pour. Both works are made from found objects and materials sourced from the 
Oroville Dam area. Formal in their minimal presentation, Sollars adds a humorous 
twist to Robert Smithson’s site/non-site dialectic.3 In Water Cooler, dry earth 
from the bottom of Lake Oroville fi lls two 5-gallon water containers assembled to 

Pour, 2016

Fake Lake, 2016

resemble an hourglass. While the dirt is a “landmarker” in Smithson’s terms and 
its materiality serves as metaphor for the site, Sollars usurps expectations for 
the natural contents of a water jug. The hourglass form of the water containers 
intensifi es the absurdity. “Are you thirsty?” it asks.

Sollars incorporates a dry humor (pun intended) into the video installation Tree 
& Turf. Two fi gures dressed as a fake pine tree and artifi cial turf move through 
the dry landscape surrounding the dam towards the city of Oroville. They start 
at the water’s edge and follow ridgelines and eventually streets into the town. 
Their movements are awkward, military-like, and extremely silly. As they make 
their journey, the two fi gures post up at various intervals. In these moments of 
stillness, the fake tree and fake turf seem to meld with the landscape. While 
Sollars sets up an extreme contrast between the dryness of the landscape 
and the lush color of their costumes, there is a harmony that pushes back. The 
slippery edge between natural and artifi cial is exposed. It could be said that Lake 
Oroville is no more natural than the vibrant green of an artifi cial lawn. 

Similarly, Wet Blanket and Fake Lake reveal Sollars interest in pushing the 
comical paradoxes of the landscape. What is the relationship between a dam 
and a lake? A dam and a drought? Wet Blanket is just that. The fl eece blanket, 
digitally printed with an image of parched earth, is daily soaked with water from 
Lake Oroville. The image is at constant odds with the texture of the wet fabric 
and presents an unresolvable conundrum. At once wet and dry, the balance 
must be maintained by adding water. Through its sidelong humor, Wet Blanket 
draws parallels with the insatiable demand inherent to a dam system built to 
provide water to parts of a state where there is none. What happens if/when the 
water runs out?

Fake Lake, on the other hand, forefronts a more contemplative tone despite its 
playful title. A found wheelbarrow contains a shallow pool of water, only visible 
through the plywood top cut out with the shape of Lake Oroville. Functioning like 
a refl ecting pool, the water mirrors the serpentine and spidery edges of the lake 
as well as the viewer peering over the side. Recognizing one’s own refl ection 
in the water’s depths gives pause. You might ask, what is my role in all this? 
Sollars’ work captures the irony of a landscape that also compels the viewer to 
consider the urgency of our current climatic changes. Yet he also proclaims the 
absurdity of the situation with which we fi nd ourselves. His humorous paradoxes, 
dry/wet, fake/natural, dam/damn keep us laughing, so that we don’t go over the 
edge. 

Kelly Lindner
Curator

Wet Blanket, 2015-2016

Notes
1. Oroville Dam is immense and impressive. Along with Lake Oroville (which is technically a reservoir not 

a lake) and the Feather River, they are part of the California State Water Project supplying water for 25 
million Californians and 750,000 acres of irrigated farmland. The dam also acts as a physical marker 
for the effects of the current drought. With water levels at an all-time low, the striated surfaces of the 
land rise prominently above the diminishing lake. 

2. Jessica Brier, “The Cheese Stands Alone: The Trouble with Funny Art,” Art Practical, November 1, 
2011, www.artpractical.com. 

3. See “A Provisional Theory of the Non-Sites,” 1968, by Robert Smithson from Unpublished Writings in 
Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings, 2nd Edition, edited by Jack Flam, published University of 
California Press, Berkeley, California, 1996. Sollars builds on Smithson’s theories, re-contextualizing 
found and sourced materials to draw connections between a site and its physical and metaphorical 
dislocation.



Chris Sollars was born in 1976 in Indianapolis, Indiana. He received his BFA from 
the Rhode Island School of Design in 1998 and his MFA from the Bard College 
Milton Avery Graduate School in 2006. He currently lives and works in San 
Francisco, California. His work has been featured in numerous solo and group 
shows including the Manetti Shrem Museum of Art, University of California, Davis 
(2016); Oakland Museum of California Art, Oakland (2015); Southern Exposure, 
San Francisco (2014); Steven Wolfe Fine Arts, San Francisco (2013); Yerba 
Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco (2011); Exit Art, New York (2010/2008); 
Creative Time, New York Armory, New York (2008), Artist Space, New York (2005), 
among many others. CHRIS SOLLARS
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